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Abstract

High-temperature G0 polymorph of Rb2KMoO3F3 has been prepared by melt solidification. Micromorphology and chemical properties of the

final product were evaluated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The elpasolite-related crystal

structure of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 has been refined by Rietveld method at T = 298 K (space group Fm-3m, a = 8.92446(8) Å, V = 710.76(1) Å3;

RB = 3.55%). Ferroelectric G1-Rb2KMoO3F3 polymorph, earlier reported at T < 328 K, is not found at T = 298 K.
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1. Introduction

Rubidium potassium oxyfluoromolybdate, Rb2KMoO3F3, is a

member of wide oxyfluoride family A2BMO3F3 (A, B = Na, K,

Rb, Cs, Tl, NH4, Ag; M = Mo, W) with elpasolite-related crystal

structure [1–8]. Generally, compounds A2BMO3F3 (A, B = Na,

K, Rb, Cs, Tl, NH4, Ag) exhibit a sequence of reciprocal phase

transitions on temperature decrease [2–5,9,10]. As it is stated in

several structural studies, the transitions are related to partial

ordering of O/F atoms in anion positions. In the low-temperature

states Gi (i > 0) many oxyfluorides from A2BMO3F3 family are

found to be noncentrosymmetric and possess the ferroelectric

properties [2–5,7,9–12]. Complete O/F disorder in the anion

positions, however, is found for high temperature cubic G0-phase

with space group Fm-3m [5,10,11,13–15]. Also, the structural

transitions on temperature variation are known for many other

oxyfluorides with anion content O/F 6¼ 3 and this is an indicator

of the thing that the characteristic temperature of structural

transition may be strongly dependent on the real chemical

composition of oxyfluoride crystal, in particular the O/F ratio.
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As it was obtained, cubic phase G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 exists

above temperature T > 328 K, and two phases with ferro-

electric properties were observed at T < 328 K [3]. The

crystalline materials with phase transitions few above ambient

temperature are of special interest for several applications and

the detailed observation of crystal properties is actual for such

compounds. Earlier, the Rb2KMoO3F3 was synthesized by

solid state reaction between alkali metal fluorides and MoO3 at

T = 873 K in argon atmosphere [1,3]. A single crystal growth of

G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 by Bridgman technique was also reported

[13]. In these both studies, however, there was no detailed

description of the technological conditions used for the crystal

synthesis. Commonly, the polarity of MoO6�xFx octahedron is

strongly dependent on O/F ratio with maximum at O/F = 3

[16,17]. Respectively, to have reproducible results on phase

composition and physical properties of an oxyfluoride, the

technology should be stabilized with respect to fluoride

component loss during synthesis. It should be also accounted

that the appearance of Mo4+ and Mo5+ ions is possible due to

incomplete oxidation of molybdenum atoms in nonstoichio-

metric oxyfluoromolybdates possessing noticeable electrical

conductivity [18]. Thus, the present study is aimed at the design

of technology for the stable synthesis of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3

compound and the observation of structural and morphological

properties of the final product.
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2. Experimental

The Rb2KMoO3F3 compound was formed by solid state

synthesis in accordance with the earlier proposed reaction [1,3]:

2RbF þ KF þ MoO3¼ Rb2KMoO3F3:

High purity initial reagents KF�2H2O, Rb2CO3, MoO3,

NH4F (all 99.9%, CJSC ‘‘Plant of rare metals’’, Russia) and

aqueous hydrofluoric acid (HF) (48% HF by weight, CJSC

‘‘Plant of rare metals’’, Russia) were used. To avoid the drastic

capture of air agents into KF and RbF reagents, all the reactions

and heat treatments were produced under dried nitrogen

atmosphere at increased pressure. KF was synthesized by

vaporization of a mixture of KF�2H2O and hydrofluoric acid.

Then, the NH4F was added to KF powder and the mixture was

heated up to T = 573 K into the closed Teflon crucible to

remove the residual OH-groups (KOH species) in accordance

with the reaction:

KOH þ NH4F ¼ KF þ H2O " þ NH3 " :

Then, to create the pure dry KF the fluorine-agent CF4 was

added into the powder and the mixture was placed into a closed

platinum crucible and heated to T = 773 K. Then, the cooled KF

powder was grinded, placed into the open platinum crucible and

heated to T = 1173 K, that is far above KF melting temperature,

under dried nitrogen flow for the time t = 3 h and cooled to room

temperature at the rate 50 K/h. RbF was synthesized by the

reaction of Rb2CO3 with excess hydrofluoric acid followed by

vaporization up to solid powder. Then, dry RbF was fabricated

by the same procedures as those used for KF, but the final

melt treatment was produced at lower temperature T = 1073 K.

Owing to their hygroscopic nature, the alkali fluoride products

were kept and manipulated under dried nitrogen into a glove

box. The starting mixture of KF, RbF and MoO3 was prepared

in stoichiometric composition ratio related to Rb2KMoO3F3

nominal. The mixture was grinded, placed into the open platinum

crucible and heated to T = 1073 K at the rate of 100 K/h. Then,

the melt was being cooled to room temperature together with

furnace for t = 24 h. The final product of the reaction in the
Fig. 1. SEM images of (a) cracked surface and
melt was a dense uniform milk color disk-like agglomerate of

�35 mm in diameter and �10 mm in thickness.

The micromorphology of the product was evaluated with

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using LEO 1430 device.

Chemical composition and molybdenum valence state were

defined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) method

using the surface analysis center SSC (Riber). To prepare the

sample for XPS measurements, a fragment of Rb2KMoO3F3

was grinded up to powder state and pressed into a freshly

prepared indium foil. The nonmonochromatic Al Ka radiation

(1486.6 eV) with the power source of 300 W was used for the

excitation of photoemission. The measurement conditions and

energy scale calibration method can be found elsewhere

[19,20]. A pronounced drift of energy scale, due to charging

effects, was detected because of the dielectric nature of

Rb2KMoO3F3 surface. This drift was taken into account with

reference to the position of C 1s (284.6 eV) line generated by

adventitious carbon on the surface of powder as-inserted into

vacuum chamber.

The powder X-ray diffraction pattern for Rietveld analysis

was collected at room temperature (298 K) with a Bruker D8

ADVANCE diffractometer in the Bragg-Brentano geometry

and linear Vantec detector. The operating parameters were: Cu

Ka radiation, tube voltage 40 kV, tube current 40 mA, step size

0.0168, counting time 1 s per step. The data were collected over

2u range 5–1108. The peak positions were determined with the

program EVA available in the PC software package DIFFRAC-

PLUS supplied from Bruker.

3. Results and discussion

SEM images of Rb2KMoO3F3 surface are shown in Fig. 1.

To see the internal morphology, the bulk agglomerate was

cracked mechanically and the fragment surfaces were evaluated

by SEM. As it is evident from the image shown in Fig. 1,

the surface is hilly and without noticeable crystal facets. The

uniform gray contrast in these SEM images indicates the

chemical uniformity of the sample. Dark sports visible in

Fig. 1a are the pores appeared, as it seems, due to bulk material
 (b) a pore of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 fragment.



Fig. 2. Survey photoemission spectrum from G0-Rb2KMoO3F3.

Table 1

Constituent element ratio in the synthesized sample.

Element

(core level)

Rb

(Rb 3d)

K

(K 3p3/2)

Mo

(Mo 3d5/2)

O

(O 1s)

F (F 1s)

Sample 0.21 0.10 0.09 0.35 0.25

Rb2KMoO3F3,

nominal

0.20 0.10 0.10 0.30 0.30
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shrinkage on cooling after solidification. One such pore is

shown in Fig. 1b. Interesting formations were found in the

central part of external surface of the disk formed after melt

solidification. An example of such formations is shown in

Fig. S1. This part of the disk agglomerate was not contacting

the walls of the platinum crucible. The regular rectangular spots

were detected at the surface of the formations. As it seems,

these square-like spots appeared due to cubic Rb2KMoO3F3

crystals growing in the disk bulk.

The survey photoemission spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

Besides spectral features related to constituent element core

levels and Auger lines, the weak signal of C 1s core level was

found in the spectrum. The C 1s line is apparently due to the

presence of hydrocarbons captured at the sample surface from

the air. In Fig. 3 the Mo 3d doublet recorded by XPS is shown. It

is well known that the binding energy (BE) of Mo 3d5/2 and Mo

3d3/2 components is strongly dependent on the molybdenum

ion valence state in oxides [18,21]. In Rb2KMoO3F3 the Mo 3d

doublet is partly crossing the Rb 3p doublet and an accurate
Fig. 3. Detailed spectrum of Mo 3d and Rb 3p doublets from G0-Rb2KMoO3F3.
peak fitting procedure was implemented to reveal the shape

and BE position of Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 components. The Mo

3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 components are narrow and symmetrical.

The BE values defined for the Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2

components by fitting analysis are shown in Fig. 3. These

values are well related to the BE values typical of Mo6+ ions in

oxides [21,22]. The chemical composition of Rb2KMoO3F3

sample was estimated with XPS using the Rb 3d, K 3p3/2,

Mo 3d5/2, O 1s and F 1s lines and tabulated data on the

atomic sensitivity factors (ASF) [21]. The results of calcula-

tions are shown in Table 1. The constituent element ratio

estimated by XPS is well related to that of stoichiometric

Rb2KMoO3F3.

Fig. 4 shows the XRD curve recorded for the powder sample

of Rb2KMoO3F3. Only few peaks of very weak intensity and

related to foreign phases were revealed in the XRD pattern. The

structure of G0-phase of Rb2KMoO3F3 is isostructural to

elpasolite (sp. gr. Fm-3m), so we use these coordinates of atoms

to refine the structure of Rb2KMoO3F3. All refinements and

data processing were performed by DDM program [23]. The

Pearson VII function was used to model the peak profiles. The

refinement of the structure with Fm-3m space group was stable

and it led to minimal R-factor (Table 2). The coordinates of

atoms, isotropic thermal parameters and occupations of atom

positions are given in Table 3. Experimental (dots) and

theoretical (lines) X-ray diffraction patterns of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3

are shown in Fig. 4. The main bond lengths are reported in Table

4. The crystal structure of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 is shown in Fig. 5

and it can be considered as a sequence of corner-linked Mo(O,F)6

and K(O,F)6 octahedra.

It is interesting to compare the cell parameter value obtained

for G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 in Ref. [13] to that defined in the present

study. The value a = 8.945(5) Å specified for single crystal

sample of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 at T = 343 K is noticeably higher

than the value a = 8.92446(8) Å found in the present study at
Table 2

The main parameters of crystal structure processing and refinement.

Space group Fm-3m

a (Å) 8.92446(8)

V (Å3) 710.76(1)

2u-interval range (8) 5–110

Number of reflexions 39

Number of refinement parameters 8

RB (%) 3.55

RDDM (%) 10.97



Fig. 4. Experimental (dots) and theoretical (lines) X-ray diffraction patterns of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 at T = 298 K. Peaks of alien phases are marked by arrows.

Table 3

Coordinates of atoms, isotropic thermal parameters (Biso) and occupation of atom positions ( p) of structure Rb2KMoO3F3 at room temperature.

Atom p X Y Z Biso. (Å2); Uij (Å2)

Rb 1.0 1/4 1/4 1/4 4.04(5)

Mo 1.0 0 0 0 3.72(5)

K 1.0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1.9(1)

F 0.5 0.2119(5) 0 0 U11 = U22 = 0.0144(5); U33 = 0.0085(9)

O 0.5 0.2119(5) 0 0 U11 = U22 = 0.0144(5); U33 = 0.0085(9)
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T = 298 K. This drastic disparity, however, seems be related to

a difference in the temperature of measurements. Earlier, a

strong dependence of the cell parameter on temperature in

cubic G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 was specified over the range T = 343–

473 K [13]. If to extrapolate the a(T) curve down to T = 298 K,

one can calculate the value a � 8.928 Å accounting for a

possible error in a(T) curve determination. This value is in a

reasonable relation with that obtained in our experiment. So, it

may be concluded that the temperature range of existence of

cubic modification G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 can be expanded up to

T = 298 K.
Table 4

The main interatomic distances in structure Rb2KMoO3F3 at room temperature.

Bond Length (Å)

Mo–O(F) 1.891(5)

Rb–O(F) 3.174(5)

K–O(F) 2.571(5)
Fig. 5. Crystal structure of G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 at T = 298 K.
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4. Conclusions

The Rb2KMoO3F3 oxyfluoromolybdate is prepared by

accurate solid state synthesis. However, ferroelectric G1-

Rb2KMoO3F3 phase which existence was earlier reported over

the range T < 328 K is not found by our measurements. At

T = 298 K the cubic G0-Rb2KMoO3F3 was found by crystal

structure analysisof ourpolycrystalline sample. Respectively, the

temperature of the phase transition G0 $ G1 should be shifted

at least to the range T < 298 K, if the transition ever occurs.
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